
Product description

Paper hang tags for clothing can be as a certificate, indicating the product name, the
implementation standard, item number, composition, grade, inspection number and so
on. Paper hang tags production process varies.  Paper hang tags are with embossed number,
gold bronzing, bar code and other crafts, making the tag brand with elegance and taste.

Product specifications:

Product name paper hang tags for clothing
Material Paper
Size Can be customized according to customer requirements
Shape rectangular or heart or customized
Feature Eco-Friendly, Recycled
Use For garment, shorts, shoes, bags, hats, toys, or others
Place of Origin Guangdong, China (Mainland）
Brand Name Shenzhen Chuang xin jia
Packaging According to consumers requirements
Lead time 5-7 days according to the quantity
MOQ 2000 pcs
Sample Free sample is available
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FAQ:
1. Can we get some samples? Any charges?
Yes, you can get available samples in our stock. Free for real samples, but freight cost.

2. How can we get a quote?
Please offer the specification of the product, such as material, size, shape, color, quantity,
surface finishing, etc.

3. What format design file you want for printing?
AI; PDF; CDR; high DPI JPG.

4. What's the trade term and payment term?
100% or 50% of the total value to be paid before producing. Accept T/T, WU, L/C, Paypal &
Cash. Can be negotiated.

5. What about the sample lead time?
It depends on the products. Normally 5 to 7 workdays after confirmation of design file and
remittance.
 
6. What shipping method can i choose? How about the shipping time of each option?
DHL, UPS, TNT, FEDEX, BY sea, etc. 3 to 5 workdays of express delivery. 10 to 30 workdays
by sea.



7. Do you have MOQ?
Yes. The minimum order quantity is 2000 pcs. 

If you want to know more information or want to customize clothing tag
products, please feel free to contact us: info@nfctagfactory.com

https://www.nfctagfactory.com/inquiry.html

